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A.PHONETICS (2pts) 

I. Choose the letter A, B, C or D the word that has the underlined part different from others. 

(1pt) 

1: A. accent        B. cattle       C. kangaroo        D. parade 

2: A. haunt        B. hour        C. help       D. hold 

3: A. schedule        B. school       C. scholar        D. loch 

4: A. official        B. cattle       C. icon        D. Scot 

II. Choose the word that is stressed differently from that of the other words. (1pt) 

5: A. pressure        B. hearing        C. litter        D. pollute 

6: A. permanent        B. pollution        C. illustrate        D. poisonous 

7: A. measure       B. litter       C. billboard       D. affect 

8: A. litter        B. effect       C. earplug        D. groundwater 

B. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 
I. Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. (3.75pts) 
9: Do you know what is the cause __________ pollution? 

A. of        B. in        C. on        D. for 

10: My mother has to measure blood __________ every month 

A. billboard     B. pressure         C. groundwater        D. earplug 

11:……………..pollution is harmful or annoying level of noise, as from vehicles, industry 
activities, etc. 

A. light        B. visual        C. soil        D. noise 

12: Parents should teach children not to __________ wastes on the road 

A. litter        B. poison        C. cause        D. measure 

13: I can’t hear your voice __________ I’m wearing an earplug 

A. although        B. due        C. however        D. because 

14: His grandfather made him __________ hard when he was small. 

A. study        B. to study        C. studying         D. studied 

15: This picture __________ the contamination of ground water. 

A. illustrate        B. illustrating        C. illustrates        D. illustrated 

16: Could you list some non-point source __________? 

A. pollution        B. pollutants         C. polluting       D. polluted 



17: Scientists has just come up __________ a solution to hearing loss 

A. to        B. on        C. with        D. down 

18: If we dump a plastic into the ground, it __________ a long time to disappear. 

A. will take        B. take        C. took        D. takes 

19: Pollutions are harmful __________ human health. 

A. with        B. at        C. to        D. on 

20: __________ water resulted in the death of many aquatic animals. 

A. Contaminate        B.Contaminated         C. Contaminating       D. Contamination 

21: What would you do if a factory in your neighborhood ______untreated water into the river? 

A. dump        B. dumped        C. dumping        D. dumps 

22: Have you ever heard about the __________ of radioactive pollution? 

A. affects        B. effects         C. pollutes        D. poisons 

23: __________ pollution is the increase of temperature caused by human activity. 

A. visual        B. water        C. thermal        D. radioactive 

C. READING (1.25pts) 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the passage below 

English is the _________ (24) language of the Philippines. English-medium education _________ 

(25) in the Philippines in 1901 after the arrival of some 540 US teachers. English was also chosen 

for newspapers and magazines, the media, and literary writing. The latest results from a recent 

survey suggest that about 65% of the _________ (26) of the Philippines has the ability to 

understand spoken and written English with 48 person stating that they can write standard English. 

The economy is based on English, and successful workers and managers are fluent in English. 

_________ (27) schools know that their _________ (28) must be fluent in English to be successful. 

24:  A. interesting       B. official             C. popular             D. polluted 

25: A. began               B. begin               C. beginning          D. to begin 

26: A. pollution           B. popularity       C. population        D. prospect 

27: A. Any                   B. Many             C. Much                  D. A lot 

28: A. students            B. cleaners         C. guards                 D. teachers 

D. WRITING (3pts) 

I. Choose the letter A, B, C or D to complete the sentences with given words (1.5pts) 

29:There/ many/ English/ speaking countries/ the world 

A. There are many English speaking countries on the world. 

B. There are many English speaking countries in the world. 

C. There are many English speaking countries at the world. 

D. There are many English speaking countries of the world. 



30: Could/ you/ tell/ me/ what/ the symbol/ Scotland? 

A. Could you tell to me what is the symbol of Scotland? 

B. Could you tell to me what the symbol of Scotland is? 

C. Could you tell me what is the symbol of Scotland? 

D. Could you tell me what the symbol of Scotland is? 

31: Fifty stars/ the/ United States’ flag/ represent/ fifty states 

A. Fifty stars in the United States’ flag represents its fifty states. 

B. Fifty stars at the United States’ flag represents its fifty states. 

C. Fifty stars at the United States’ flag represent its fifty states. 

D. Fifty stars in the United States’ flag represent its fifty states. 

32: A lot of/ people/ enjoy/ see/ ‘Titanic’/ despite/ sad ending. 

A. A lot of people enjoy to see ‘Titanic’ despite its sad ending. 

B. A lot of people enjoy to see ‘Titanic’ despite it has sad ending. 

C. A lot of people enjoy seeing ‘Titanic’ despite it has sad ending. 

D. A lot of people enjoy seeing ‘Titanic’ despite its sad ending. 

33: What/ icon/ your/ country? 

A. What is the icon of your country? 

B. What is a icon of your country? 

C. What is the icon to your country? 

D. What is a icon to your country? 

34: Have/ been/ you/ New York/ ever/ to? 

A. Have you ever been to New York? 

B. Have you been ever to New York? 

C. Have you to ever been New York? 

D. Have been you ever to New York? 

II. Rewrite sentences without changing the meaning. (1.5pts) 

35: It’s very wasteful to apply lights in almost everything at night. 

A. Apply lights in almost everything at night is very wasteful. 

B. To apply lights in almost everything at night is not wasteful. 

C. Almost everything is wasteful at night. 



D. It’s interesting to apply lights in almost everything at night. 

36: The soil is poisoned because farmers use too many pesticides and herbicides. 

A. Famers use too many pesticides and herbicides, but the soil is poisoned. 

B. Famers use too many pesticides and herbicides, for the soil is poisoned. 

C. Famers use too many pesticides and herbicides, so the soil is poisoned. 

D. Famers use too many pesticides and herbicides, or the soil is poisoned. 

37:If you don’t stop swimming in that lake, you will have a rash. 

A. Unless you don’t stop swimming in that lake, you will have a rash. 

B. Unless you stop swimming in that lake, you will have a rash. 

C. If you don’t keep swimming in that lake, you will have a rash. 

D. Unless you keep stop swimming in that lake, you will have a rash. 

38: The polluted water results in the death of many aquatic animals and plants 

A. The polluted water causes in the death of many aquatic animals and plants. 

B. The polluted water leads to the death of many aquatic animals and plants. 

C. The polluted water causes to the death of many aquatic animals and plants. 

D. The polluted water leads in the death of many aquatic animals and plants. 

39:People use a lot of vehicles. The air is polluted. 

A. If people don’t use too many vehicles, the air won’t be polluted. 

B. If people won’t use too many vehicles, the air don’t be polluted. 

C. If people wouldn’t use too many vehicles, the air didn’t be polluted. 

D. If people didn’t use too many vehicles, the air wouldn’t be polluted. 

40: He hasn’t got his hair cut for two months. 

A. It has been two months since the last time he got his hair cut. 

B. He will never get his hair cut again. 

C. Getting his hair cut is expensive. 

D. He is so lazy to get his hair cut. 

 

 

 
                           

                                                           ----------The end------------ 
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